In its mathematical essence, the task of determining ship's position coordinates, is to minimize appropriately defined goal function. This paper proposes to use the method of conjugate gradient for this purpose. The reason is that calculations may be performed in some seconds time because Microsoft and Apache implemented the conjugate gradient method as a tool called the Solver and embedded this tool in their widely offered and popular spreadsheets, namely Excel and the Open Office Calc, respectively. Further in this paper it is shown how to precisely assess errors of ship's position coordinates with the Monte Carlo method that employs the Solver.
INTRODUCTION
Let us begin with recalling the basics. In its mathematical essence, the task of determining ship's position coordinates This error is assumed to be the random variable with expected value equal to zero and the standard deviation equal to  in all measurements. This is a strong assumption that is often violated in practice where standard deviations i  are unequal.
If so, it is recommended to minimize the following weighted goal function
It is a pity that values i  are unknown. And there is no simple remedy for this.
This paper proposes to use the method of conjugate gradient [Fletcher, Reeves, 1964 ] to minimize (1) . The reason is that all the very long calculations needed will be performed in some seconds time. It is possible because Microsoft and Apache implemented the conjugate gradient method as a tool called the Solver and embedded this tool in their widely offered environments, namely Excel and Open Office Calc, respectively.
Further in this paper it is shown how to precisely assess errors of ship's position coordinates with the Monte Carlo method that employs the Solver. The main aim of this paper is to assess how number of reference stations impacts errors of determining of ship's position.
INPUT DATA
Input data related to reference stations were gathered in Table 1 . USING THE SOLVER 
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AN ERROR ASSESSMENT OF SHIP'S POSITION
It is assumed that positions of reference stations are purely deterministic variables i.e. are free of error. In contrast distances to reference stations are assumed to be random variables that follow the Normal distribution. Let us remember that Normal distribution has two parameters: the location parameter and the scale parameter. The location parameters of distance distributions are set equal to exact distances. Two variants of calculating the scale parameter are considered. The scale parameter is equated with  introduced in Section 1.
Variant I: The scale parameter was assumed to be a fraction of the scale parameter. 
This fraction is named variability ratio ( vr). In the other words
parameter location vr parameter scale   ,(2a)
For i = 1 To 5: 'Looping over reference stations. Let Ss = -6: 'Sets an initial value to the adder (see relevant comment in declarations)
For j = 1 To 12: 'Looping over summands that form Normal random number.
Let Ss = Ss + Rnd (1) : 'Subsequent uniformly distributed random number added.
Next j 'Now Ss contains the N(0,1) normal random number i.e. with location parameter equal to zero and scale parameter equal to one. Let Cells(5 + i, 2).Value = sd(i) * Ss + d0(i): 'Converting N(0,1) into Normal random numbers having location parameters equal to actual distances and scale parameters equal to fractions stated above in the main text.
Next i Let Cells(3, 2) = Cells(16, 8).Value: Cells(3, 3) = Cells(17, 8).Value: Setting "guesses" i.e. values from which Solver will start looking for a minimum of the goal function. SOLVER: 'Calling the Solver procedure. 'Solver placed guesses with results
Let Cells(v + 20, 2).Value = Cells(3, 2).Value : Results are transferred to the container of Monte Carlo results.
Let Cells (v + 20, 3) .Value = Cells (3, 3 
